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As we embark on another edition of our school newsletter- Vatsalya, which
symbolises love,tenderness and affection, we acknowledge that education is
the greatest spell for unlocking the power of creation within every student. 
We exhibit our high regards and profound gratitude to all those who made an
endeavour to nurture and cater to the evolution and growth of the newsletter-
Vatsalya.
We wish you a happy reading !

Regards
Our Editorial Team
Mrs Anindita Dey (TGT  English)
Ms Vijaya Thapa (TGT English)
Ms Sonam Jha (PRT)
Mr Gauri Prasad Sarkar(PRT)
Mr Pritam Bharati (librarian)
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International Letter writing
Competition for Young People

2023

Letter Writing Competition was
conducted on 6 April 2023 in the
school library. The competition was
organized by the Dept. of Posts and
was open to participants upto the age
of 15 years. A total of 40 students
from classes VI-X participated in the
event. Results are awaited.
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Students' Visit to Dronacharya training Centre:    
On 10 th April 2023, Monday 53 students of class XII of APS BINNAGURI were taken to
the Dronacharya training centre, where the newly recruited army personnels get their special
training for the military communication. Indian army has their own communication system.
There, the students were introduced to different technologies used for the communication of
the Army. Different types of military communication like line, radio and lan, their importance
and limitations were introduced to the students.
Students were briefed about Optical Fiber Cable which is used for high altitude
communication, process of repairment of the cables were also demonstrated.Next stop was
Signal centre complex where the motto is “Sanchar Se Shakti” where students were introduced
to army’s own website, mailing system.
At the end of tour a lovely tea party was arranged by them for the students. Altogether it was
a very interesting and informative tour.
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Presentation by Online Digital Learning Platform Paperink :
Smartboard presentation by online digital learning platform Paperink was conducted on
12 April 2023 ,in the school library. The demonstration focused on the ideal smart
classroom set up for modernised digitised education with enhanced smart boards along
with lapel mics, speakers and two cameras, facilitated by Paperink. The demonstration
was attended by the school Principal and all members of teaching faculty. 
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Inspiria Quiz
On 17 April 2023 , Inspiria Quiz
Finale was organized in Inspiria
knowledge Campus Siliguri.
The school team comprised of the
following students:
Akash Jha (XII Science)
Abhishek Chaturvedi (XII Science)
Maanav Pokhrel (XII Science)
Srijana Debnath (XII Science)
Richa Barnal (XII Humanities)

APS Binnaguri qualified the First Round of the
competition . The team remains motivated to
persevere and improve their performance in future.
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CBSE Science Challenge :
CBSE is organizing the CBSE Science Challenge as an initiative to promote higher order
thinking skills amongst learners .This challenge shall be available on CBSE platform for
students classes VIII to X , in the month of April-May. 
The theme of the CBSE Science Challenge is Science , Environment and Sustainability. The
event will be conducted in two
stages of enrichment activity.
Round 1 of CBSE Science Challenge was conducted on 19 April 2023 in the multipurpose hall
of the school . A total of 41 students participated earnestly in the event.
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Inter House Table Tennis Tournament:
 (Sub Senior Group VI-VIII) was held on 20
April 2023 ,
Venue : Multipurpose Hall. 
The team members of all four houses
participated with zest and
enthusiasm.
                                                  Results
Boys Category:     
Champion- Tagore House
Runner-up- Shastri House
3 rd Position- Nehru House
4 th Position- Gandhi House
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Girls Category:
Champion- Tagore House
Runner-up- Shastri House
3 rd Position- Nehru House
4 th Position- Gandhi House
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Inter House Chess Competition
Inter House Chess Competition was conducted on 28 April 2023  
Venue: Multipurpose Hall 
Category: Sub-Senior group and Senior group.
                                                                                                                                              

RESULTS 

Sub—Senior group (VI-VIII)
Boys Category:
Champion- Shastri House
Runner-up- Gandhi House
3 rd Position- Nehru House
Girls Category:
Champion- Tagore House
Runner-up- Nehru House
3 rd Position- Gandhi House
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 Senior Group (IX-X)
Boys Category:
Champion- Nehru House
Runner-up- Tagore House
3 rd Position- Shastri House
Girls Category:
Champion- Nehru House
Runner-up- Gandhi House
3rd Position- Shastri House
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Calligraphy Competition
On 28 April 2023, Calligraphy Competition was held in the primary wing . Classes I, II and III
participated in the event which was conducted both in Hindi and English language, during 7th
and 8th period.
Judges for the event were Ms. Sonam Jha (English) and Mr.Vishnu B Chhetri (Hindi). The
event was a wonderful platform for the tiny tots to showcase their artistic talent.
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AWES RAISING DAY 2023
On 29 April 2023, our school celebrated the 37th AWES Raising Day with pride and gaiety
.To mark the occasion, a  special assembly was conducted in the multipurpose hall wherein
Mrs Anindita Dey (TGT English) apprised the students about the history of AWES.
The students were also briefed about the sincere initiatives taken by the AWES for its
commitments to provide 'Quality Education at affordable cost'.
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        Vatsalya – वा�स�य
        (Motherly Love)
                      -By Rajeeva Nayan Pathak

A mother's love is like a warm embrace, 
A bond that nothing can erase, 
She holds her son with tenderness, 
And nurtures him with all her finesse.

She watches him grow with pride, 
Guides him through life's every stride, 
Her love knows no bounds or ends, 
It's a selfless love that she extends.

Just like a mother, teachers tend, 
To each student like their own blend, 
Their love for teaching knows no bounds, 
It's their fervent passion that astounds.

They help students reach for the stars, 
And instil in them courage to face all scars, 
Their selfless love and tireless care, 
Is a testament to the love they always share.

let us cherish together these special bonds, 
The love of mothers and teachers beyond, 
For they shape our lives with love and care, 
And help us become who we're meant to be, rare.

                              ********
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Contact us 
Principal 

Mr. Rajeeva Nayan Pathak
ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL BINNAGURI

P.O.- BINNAGURI CANTT
DIST: JALPAIGURI

PIN -735232
WEST BENGAL

CONTACT NO. 7718747807
E-MAIL :

apsbinnaguri1@gmail.com
 

''Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to    
change the world''  ― Nelson Mandela


